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ANTARES Site and SkyANTARES Site and Sky
CoverageCoverage

•• Mediterranean SeaMediterranean Sea
•• 30km off the coast of30km off the coast of

Toulon in Southern FranceToulon in Southern France
•• 2400m2400m below sea level below sea level

•• Sky coverage: Sky coverage: 3.63.6ππ  srsr
•• Overlap with AMANDA: Overlap with AMANDA: 0.60.6ππ  srsr



ANTARES Detector DesignANTARES Detector Design

•• Power into the array and data readout is via a Power into the array and data readout is via a 40km40km electro electro-optical cable-optical cable
•• Each string is connected to the Each string is connected to the electroelectro-optical cable via a Junction Box-optical cable via a Junction Box

•• 13 flexible strings13 flexible strings
of of photosensorsphotosensors
Strings areStrings are
anchored at theanchored at the
sea-bed and heldsea-bed and held
taut by their owntaut by their own
buoyancybuoyancy

•• Each string isEach string is
450m high450m high with with
the first 100m the first 100m  un un--
instrumentedinstrumented

•• 30 storeys per30 storeys per
string, 12mstring, 12m
between storeysbetween storeys

•• 3 3 PMTs PMTs per storeyper storey
•• 60m between60m between

stringsstrings



ANTARES Detector DesignANTARES Detector Design

•• PMTsPMTs are  are 10”10”
diameterdiameter
hemisphericalhemispherical
PMTs PMTs sitting insitting in
a a 17”17” pressure- pressure-
resistant resistant spheresphere

•• Electronics containers sitElectronics containers sit
above each above each PMT tripletPMT triplet

•• Fast digitalFast digital
electronics will beelectronics will be
used for DAQ andused for DAQ and
readoutreadout

Optical Modules 

Electronics 
Container

Calibration
  Beacon

Hydrophone

Umbilical Cable 



Status and TimelineStatus and Timeline

•• Assessment of potentialAssessment of potential
sites via the deployment ofsites via the deployment of
~30~30 autonomous  autonomous stringsstrings to to
measuremeasure
u optical water properties
u biofouling and sedimentation
u optical backgrounds due to

bioluminescence and 40K
•• Test of Test of electroelectro-optical-optical cable cable

connectionconnection
•• Verification of Verification of mechanicalmechanical

structuresstructures and  and deploymentdeployment
techniquestechniques

•• Deployment of demonstratorDeployment of demonstrator
string to addressstring to address
u mechanical issues
u acoustic positioning
u track reconstruction

•• Move into Move into final designfinal design and and
construction phaseconstruction phase

•• Deployment of Deployment of first stringfirst string in in
summer 2001summer 2001

•• Subsequent deployment ofSubsequent deployment of
0.1 km0.1 km2 array in  array in 2002 2002 andand
20032003

1996 to 1999

1999 to 2003



Optical Water PropertiesOptical Water Properties
•• Absorption lengthAbsorption length has been measured with has been measured with

blue light (466nm) as blue light (466nm) as 60m60m, , scattering lengthscattering length
is seen to be is seen to be > 100m> 100m for large angle for large angle
scatteringscattering

•• Optical backgroundOptical background rate due to  rate due to 4040KK is is
typically typically 40kHz40kHz (for an 8” PMT) with short (for an 8” PMT) with short
bursts due to bioluminescent activitybursts due to bioluminescent activity

•• BiofoulingBiofouling of the optical surfaces is less than of the optical surfaces is less than
2% in one year2% in one year for angles below the for angles below the
horizontalhorizontal

•• SedimentationSedimentation is is negligible negligible
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Scientific ProgrammeScientific Programme

•• Search forSearch for
neutralinosneutralinos  via theirvia their
self-annihilationself-annihilation to to
products containingproducts containing
neutrinosneutrinos at the at the
centre of the centre of the Earth,Earth,
Sun and GalaxySun and Galaxy

•• NeutrinoNeutrino
oscillationsoscillations via the via the
modification in themodification in the
energy spectrumenergy spectrum
due to due to observationobservation
of the of the firstfirst
oscillation minimumoscillation minimum

  Low energy            Medium Energy             High energy
•• Observation ofObservation of

neutrinos fromneutrinos from
(extra-)galactic(extra-)galactic
sourcessources such as such as
GRB, AGN,GRB, AGN,
SupernovaeSupernovae
remnants, molecularremnants, molecular
clouds,clouds, etc. etc.
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Angular ResolutionAngular Resolution

     The angular     The angular
resolution of theresolution of the
detector depends ondetector depends on
u reconstruction

algorithms
u selection programs
u timing accuracy

(PMT timing error,
positional error on
OMs, timing
calibration error)

•• At high energies the At high energies the neutrino pointing accuracyneutrino pointing accuracy is  is 0.4 degrees0.4 degrees or better or better
including scattering effectsincluding scattering effects

•• Note: at high energy Note: at high energy errorerror is  is dominated by reconstruction errorsdominated by reconstruction errors, at low, at low
energy energy errorerror by the  by the angle betweenangle between the  the muonmuon  and and neutrinoneutrino

(GeV)



Energy ResolutionEnergy Resolution
•• Different techniquesDifferent techniques are used in  are used in differentdifferent

energy regimesenergy regimes
•• At energies At energies above 1above 1 TeV TeV the the muon muon energy energy

loss is dominated by loss is dominated by catastrophic energycatastrophic energy
lossloss ( (bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung, pair production), pair production)
which increases with energy. A which increases with energy. A truncatedtruncated
meanmean parametrization parametrization is used is used

•• The corresponding energy resolution isThe corresponding energy resolution is
typically a typically a factor of 3factor of 3 for  for E > 1 E > 1 TeVTeV

•• Below 100Below 100 GeV GeV the energy can be estimated the energy can be estimated
from the from the rangerange of the of the  muonmuon  - this requires- this requires
contained eventscontained events

•• Use of the Use of the hadronic hadronic shower energyshower energy may may
improve energy resolutionimprove energy resolution at medium and low at medium and low
EE



A Demonstrator StringA Demonstrator String
•• A A part-instrumentedpart-instrumented line  line 340m340m

in lengthin length
•• Deployed in Deployed in November 1999November 1999 at a at a

site 40km from site 40km from Marseille Marseille atat
1100m depth1100m depth

•• Equipped with Equipped with six 8”six 8” and  and oneone
10”10” hemispherical  hemispherical phototubesphototubes

•• Also instrumented with assortedAlso instrumented with assorted
measuring devices includingmeasuring devices including
CTD, CTD, tiltmeterstiltmeters, acoustic, acoustic
positioning system,positioning system, etc. etc.
•• Control and readout viaControl and readout via

37km37km electro electro-optical cable-optical cable
•• Operational from DecemberOperational from December

19991999
•• More than More than 50000 seven-fold50000 seven-fold

co-incidencesco-incidences have been have been
recordedrecorded

•• To be retrieved in To be retrieved in June 2000June 2000



Demonstrator StringDemonstrator String
PositioningPositioning

•• Position stabilityPosition stability from from
compass data indicatescompass data indicates
no twistno twist along the string along the string
- - headings stableheadings stable to to
within within 2200 over one week over one week
of operationof operation

•• Tilt stability Tilt stability monitoredmonitored
via top and bottomvia top and bottom
tiltmeters tiltmeters - stable to - stable to 0.20.200

over a one week periodover a one week period
•• Reconstructed lineReconstructed line

shapeshape from combined from combined
tiltmetertiltmeter and  and compasscompass
data show a straightdata show a straight
string inclined at string inclined at 2.52.500 to to
the verticalthe vertical



Demonstrator StringDemonstrator String
PositioningPositioning

•• 33 rangemeters rangemeters on the string and  on the string and 44
transponderstransponders around the around the
demonstrator string at 200m distancedemonstrator string at 200m distance
from basefrom base

•• Allow a test of the acousticAllow a test of the acoustic
positioning systempositioning system

•• 12 distances12 distances, , global fitglobal fit performed and performed and
compared to compared to tiltmeter tiltmeter datadata

•• Distances betweenDistances between  rangemetersrangemeters are are
determined with a determined with a σσ ~ 1cm ~ 1cm

•• Distances between Distances between transponderstransponders have a have a
σσ ~ 1cm ~ 1cm

•• rangemeterrangemeter-transponder-transponder mean distances mean distances
have a have a σσ of typically  of typically 5cm or less5cm or less

2cm



Demonstrator String EventsDemonstrator String Events

•• Example of Example of reconstructed down-going reconstructed down-going muonmuon events with  events with 7-fold7-fold
coincidencescoincidences in the demonstrator string in the demonstrator string

•• curve shows result of a curve shows result of a hyperbolic fithyperbolic fit
•• boxed hitsboxed hits are background  are background hits due to hits due to 4040KK and have been and have been

identified by the reconstruction softwareidentified by the reconstruction software



Demonstrator String ResultsDemonstrator String Results
•• Over 50k Over 50k 7-fold coincidences7-fold coincidences have have

been recordedbeen recorded
•• Angular distributionAngular distribution comparing data comparing data

with with single + single + multimulti--muonmuon MCs  MCs is inis in
good agreementgood agreement

•• Real data Real data timing residualstiming residuals - fit with 2 - fit with 2
GaussiansGaussians for single and  for single and multimulti--
muons muons - agrees well with values- agrees well with values
from MCfrom MC

•• more than more than 1350 reconstructed1350 reconstructed
events per dayevents per day are observed are observed

angleangle

((nsns))



ConclusionConclusion

•• ANTARES has made ANTARES has made excellent progressexcellent progress over the past over the past
2 years:2 years:
u deployment and operation of first demonstrator string
u first down-going muons reconstructed
u move into construction phase for 0.1 km2 detector
u test of undersea connection
u expanding collaboration

•• First string will be deployed in summer 2001First string will be deployed in summer 2001
•• A 13 string, A 13 string, 0.1 km0.1 km2 2 detectordetector will be fully  will be fully deployeddeployed by by

the the end of 2003end of 2003
•• This is the This is the first stepfirst step towards a  towards a 1 km1 km33 detector detector in the in the

Mediterranean SeaMediterranean Sea


